"In the past year that I have been a member of the NRC, I have increased my DX loggings over 150% and have learned things about broadcasting stations and distance reception that I would never have dreamed even existed. By thanks and congratulations to a great club, run by a great bunch of men. Over 95% of all DX programs scheduled are new programs to add to my log, and I look forward eagerly to my copy of the 'DX News' every Monday." - Richard F. Ross - 6401 Blenheim Road - Baltimore 12, Md.

**NRC DX Calendar**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Kcs</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts</th>
<th>AM, EST</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar.16</td>
<td>KBIG</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>Avalon, Catalina, California</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>3:30-4:00</td>
<td>12:30-1:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>KIUP</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>Durango, Colorado</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00-3:30</td>
<td>1:00-1:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>CHWK</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>Chilliwack, British Columbia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00-4:00</td>
<td>12:01-1:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>WLYN</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td>Lynn, Massachusetts</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:00-5:00</td>
<td>4:00-5:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>WJBY</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>Gadsden, Alabama</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3:15-3:45</td>
<td>2:15-2:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>WJOY</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>Burlington, Vermont</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3:30-4:30</td>
<td>3:30-4:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>KFGT</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>Fremont, Nebraska</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4:30-5:00</td>
<td>3:30-4:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>WTWN</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>St. Johnsbury, Vermont</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4:30-5:00</td>
<td>4:30-5:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr.17</td>
<td>CHWK</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>Chilliwack, British Columbia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00-4:00</td>
<td>12:01-1:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 22</td>
<td>CHWK</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>Chilliwack, British Columbia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00-4:00</td>
<td>12:01-1:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun.19</td>
<td>CHWK</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>Chilliwack, British Columbia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00-4:00</td>
<td>12:01-1:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the above, through March 29, count for points in our NRC DX Contest

**N N R C**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Kcs</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts</th>
<th>AM, EST</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar.17</td>
<td>WILM</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>Wilmington, Delaware</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4:45-5:15</td>
<td>4:45-5:15E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>WIRY</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>Plattsburg, New York</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3:00-3:30</td>
<td>3:00-3:30E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>KCUS</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>Provo, Utah</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4:00-4:30</td>
<td>2:00-2:30E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>WING</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>Dayton, Ohio</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>3:15-3:45</td>
<td>3:15-3:45E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>WRAY</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>Reading, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4:45-5:15</td>
<td>4:45-5:15E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>WDAD</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>Indiana, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3:45-4:15</td>
<td>3:45-4:15E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>CKBW</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Bridgewater, Nova Scotia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00-3:30</td>
<td>4:00-4:30A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 1</td>
<td>WTSU</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>Brattleboro, Vermont</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>4:15-4:45</td>
<td>4:15-4:45E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>WMSA</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>Kansas, New York</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3:15-3:45</td>
<td>3:15-3:45E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have had a good many fine DX shows this season, and now, as we come down the home stretch, we hope you'll all continue to support these last few programs, and send in those reports. Sid and his hard-working committee have given us all countless hours of enjoyment with their rare special DX programs, trying always to have the programs on the air at a time when the various channels are clear or most nearly clear. Most of our programs have been picked up on both coasts, which certainly speaks well for the care with which these programs have been arranged. KFGT and WTWN were not on as originally scheduled, but they will be on later this month, as you see in the "DX calendar" above. So, let's grab all these March DX programs off, and send in those reports, and if you don't hear any program, then please send in that thank-you card.
Dear Mr. Rosenbaum,

"Following is a list of towns from which we received reports that we were able to verify: Vancouver, B.C., Lincoln, Nebr., Spokane, Wash., Estacada, Ore., Turlock, Cal., San Diego, Cal., Encinitas, Cal. We also received eight other reports from around the country. In these the fellows were thanking us for the show even though they could not pick us up."

"One report coming in from ————, Penna. was very questionable but the times he listed were so close to other reports that I hesitatingly verified it. But, all in all, we are very gratified to all who tried towns us in and hope in the future to see you once again on 1440 kc/s. Our application was approved and weather permitting, we start the change-over."

"Perhaps we can get together when the change-over is completed and all of the kinks are ironed out."

"Expressing the appreciation of the staff and management here at KODL, for your cooperation and the many fine reports received I am, sincerely yours," (signed)

Bruce J. Elliot, Chief Engineer

REMEMBER TO SEND IN THOSE REPORTS, AND PLEASE DOUBLE SPACE AND KEEP TO 30 LINES.
K B T G — AVALON, CALIFORNIA

R. H. HAAS, Engineering Supervisor

This station actually was on on Feb. 16, but the extremely poor conditions of that
morning rendered them null and void, and they received no DX reports at all, and, be-
ing anxious to receive your DX reports, they are going to repeat. It is a Tuesday,
which means KBIG will be silent, giving KBIG a clear channel. This is a 10,000 watt
station, and it is highly directional, and we hope you all receive them this time
as they repeat for us, at their own request. Our thanks to Mr. Haas. Arr: LEN KROE

K I U P — Durango, Colorado

This program will be on March 17, and we expect this to occur on a clear channel,
except for the Alaskan station KNK. KIUP is a rather seldom-heard station, using
1,000 watts, and we don't recall any DX shows from this station in the recent past,
so this should be a most welcome one to our DX logs. We do not have the name of the
person to whom to send your reports, so we suggest that you send it to the Chief En-
geineer. Our thanks to KIUP, and we wish you all good reception. Arr: CROTON DX CLUB

C H W E & Chilliwack, British Columbia

R. N. Service, Librarian (VE7AG)

This, and the subsequent CBX programs listed in our DX Calendar, are regular shows
of this station, their regular Saturday night disc jockey shows, but these will be
especially for the National Radio Club. CBX is a very directional, with most of their
power radiated north-west and south-west, with approximately 250 or 300 watts effect-
ed radiation to the east. CBX started in 1927 as a 5-watt, went then to 50 watts,
in 1947 to 250 watts, and in 1951 to 1,000. Let's all listen! Arr: SID ROSENBAUM

W L Y N — Lynn, Massachusetts

Roger Taylor, Jr., Chief Engineer

This is the second of two special tests for the National Radio Club, and if you did
not hear them last week, then here is another chance. WLYN has been doing a good
deal of testing lately, and of course, they are quite anxious to find out how they are
getting out, and so they are hoping you will send in those reports. The channel
ought to be clear coast to coast, and so all should have a good chance of logging
WLYN, which is non-directional, at 1,000 watts.

Arr: GRANT BATSON

W J B Y — Cadiz, Alabama

D. W. Bearden, Chief Engineer

This station has been on the air since way back in 1927, and they have no early-morn-
ing frequency checks, so many of us have never had the chance of hearing them. WEDG
will be on too, but mostly everyone will still be able to log WEDG, we feel sure.
It isn't very often we have DXers from stations which can trace their history back so
far as WEDG, and we hope you'll all welcome the opportunity of listening to one
of radio's pioneer stations, on this special DX program.

Arr: LEN KROEB

E C O Y — Burlington, Vermont

Donald E. Wheatley, Chief Engineer

Many of our members have been yearning for some programs from Vermont, and here is
one, from WJOY. The program will be an hour long, and will be of special interest
to DX fans. WEDR and WJIT will be on, but we trust that many of you will still be
able to get through to WJOY. WJOY belongs to the ABC network. Most of us need this
station, and we hope you'll all have good luck in tuning them in on this special DX
broadcast, so let's all be at the dials, looking for WJOY.

Arr: Sid Rosenbaum

K F G T — Fremont, Nebraska

Ken Headrick, Program Director

Due to circumstances beyond their control, KFGT was unable to make connections for
their previously-scheduled DX program, but they have re-scheduled it for this date
and time, and again, we envision a clear channel. This is a 100-watt station, and is
missing from just about everyone's DX log, so here comes the chance of rectifying
that condition. We thank Mr. Headrick for agreeing to re-set the time for this show
and we hope, of course, that all will be well rewarded with a new catch. Arr: LEN KROEB

Don't forget to tune for these programs, and if unsuccessful, then please send in
those thank-you cards. We're near the end of the season, but let's not let down in
supporting these special DXers occurring at the tag end of the DX season, for they
are just as important as any of the past programs.
There has been quite a bit of DX activity here during the past few months. I don't know why I haven't written in my reports sooner, but I guess it is like everything else - always put off until it's all over. Well, I think in my last report I had a total of about 25 reports out, but no verifications in it at that time. This time I have a total of 283 stations logged and reports out to, covering six countries. Verification total stands at 120 after today's mail call.

On 1/2, I started the New Year off logging my home town and WIBC (1070), also WAPX. On 1/10 I got WATF WAGA WOX WHBY WESC WCRR WECU WESV WESI WEGS WHAT WGOA WNOA WOAM WILD WHAT WCOM WDEC WDCO WADW WWAC WYCO WATQ and WATL. And on 1/14 got WAGA WBAB WNOA ETHR; WMAQ on 1/15. On 1/17 got KBQG (1560) through CBG at s/off and also CBZB. 1/26, WGSF (920). WAPX WAPC and KLIU logged on 1/27 to begin the evening listening. WIXW WAVE WGIS WCPX on 1/28. WNEW KHNB KQX and WHB on 1/29. WSGA WAGA WCAI WOAI WAFB WBER WBER WRAM and XSL. On the afternoon of 1/31, WFBC WAGA WBCO WBCD WJH and XWJU were logged. During the early morning, managed to log WEDC KPFB WIRE (another home town station) WEGS and KQOC. The next evening, logged the KQOR DX on 670. WIBB-dx also heard nicely. WBST logged on 2/4 after local WAGA s/off. The following evening, logged KWFZ and KXIC, two more on 1060 k.c/s., plus KIIX WZQ WEDX and KEPD. On 2/5, WBER-1290 WIDE-1300 WBBG-1340 WBER-1330 and WGBW-1360. On 2/7, WBER-1360 RS; WBER-1340 U/C, WBBG-1340 RS, WGBW-1260; KESU-1030 ET. Later in the day, WBER-1250 RS, WBBG-1440 RS.

On the morning of 2/8 WGBG-1360 and 1240 both heard here in their DX program. Much better on 1240 for Connel test. Channel fairly clear except for WEDC. 1230 was a mess, multipath of other testing stations plus the stations WNOA and WIRE which seem to have a perfect sky wave in here. During the evening of 2/8, got KLIP-1190 RS, KQLA-1010 RS, WAFB-1010 RS, WEDX-760 RS and WADL-1360 RS. The special DX program was logged from WFGQ-840 on 2/9 with fair signals here in Camp Gordon. KQMS-860, KDOA-660, and WAMU-660 logged during the evening of the same day. On the morning of 2/14 logged WOU and WGBG-1180 RS, WHER-1220 ET, KQPL and KBFB-980 RS, WGBG-1270 RS; KJL and KHML-950 RS; WOUW-1280 with special DX program and I was able to get KTU-1250 in Seattle apparently on RS.

Ivan Miller - Route 1 - Dupont Road - Fort Wayne, Indiana

February proved to be a good month here, although I did miss a few good chances to add certain new stations to my log. 1/1- KDKH*3(1150) test, off at 3:15, WBCX*1340 March of Dimes at 3:37; WTER*-1470 on WBC-dx, signal very good up here; KNOG*-1340 f/c? at 4:06, KPQO (1400) on for "technical purposes only" heard at 4:25. 2/2- KQPM*740 f/c at 2:06; KQIO*1490 f/c? at 2:49, WATW*-1380 RS to s/off at 3:17; WAGO-790 heard signing off at 3:30 a.m., probably a test. 2/3- WBEJ*-1240 f/c at 3:18, WNFS*-1340 on for f/c? off at 3:50; WIGL*-1490 f/c at 3:43, WBBM*-1230 f/c at 4:03, KIPM1120 f/c at 4:19. 2/4- WBNR*-1220 f/c off at 2:45 a.m.; WAFB*-1340 testing at 3:30; WBBG (1230) f/c at 3:36; WTER*-790 test, off at 3:49; WDE*1230 f/c at 4:03. 2/6- KSIS*-1050 heard Eling under WBC at times, and at times nearly even with them, KQDO*-1350 RS; KATY*-1150 also RS, WTER*1405 f/c at 5:01. 2/7- KMAH*-3350 heard on test with organ music at 1:02 a.m.; KEWI (1150) f/c off at 1:50; WDNJ*-1310 ET at 3:06, WBNB-790 RS 6 p.m., KTOB (900) s/off at 5:45; WBNJ*-1150 was the station I thought I heard on top of a mess, on RS at 7 p.m., KEGL (1150) heard on at 10:30 p.m., much QM as usual, to complete quite a day for 1150. 2/8- VSAU* (1460) f/c? at 2:45; KJQO (1280) on a test at 5:42; VGBU (1340) f/c at 3:36; KDKH*-1340 heard at 3:49 - was this a test or BS? KNOG*-1340 heard here well on WBC-dx; KQDO*1340 f/c at 4:45. 2/9- KFNO*-1240 f/c at 2:43; WBNR*-790 f/c at 3:45; KMBH*-900 on test at 2:15 PM WQW*-1460 f/c at 3:40; KEWI-710 off on f/c at 4:28. What was KQCI (1260) doing on all night on this date? 2/12- WBCN* (1440) topping the frequency at 6:30 pm. 2/11- WBNJ*-1350 f/c at 2:01, KLJG (990) f/c at 2:17, WCUS*-1060 f/c at 2:34; XPF*(f/c at 4:23, 2/13- VGSU*-960 and WHKL-750 Tying between 3:15 and 5:45. 2/14- WBNJ,WVU*-1350 topping WOOF and WSGS at 2:45. 2/15- KTTL*-1310 RS, off at 3; f/c's on were WBNJ (1280) 2:45; WJCL (1340) 2:10; WABA (1240) topping WEDC part of the time, 2:15-23:00; WQMA*1340 3:15; WHGD*-24:45; WABY*1240 2:51 and KEAM (1240) between 3:30. Heard on WBC Dx's were KJU*1340 fairly good here; WBBW (1000) very good signal; WJAE-1340 first 15 minutes were drowned out by WQON's s/s; and KFGR (1450) on top part of the time. The 850 and 1240 frequencies sounded lifeless here when KOTC and KFGR were supposed to be on then. KQOM*1349 was heard faintly behind WEDC, but too weak to make out much about what they had on their DX.
March 10, 1964

D.X. Re. Ni. 4St.

Glenon DX Club - 46 Forsyth Avenue - Bayton-on-Hudson, New York

Well, greetings again. Here are the latest results - W9RR TRL NFN WAC W2K FEW NAT diplomas. DX for N. now in full gear with a record for Hal Williams. W3DZ (1240) DX for NFN in very good. 3/5 - W2F (1260) Belovar, heard again for almost the fifth time, as the west was coming well. W1JF (1260) Globe, Ariz., per r/c list. WRL (1400) r/c behind all listeners. WOUO (1370) test 4:30. 3/7 - W2F (1260) s/on 7100. W2OJ (1130) at 1755 SSSing. 3/8 - W6AIU r/c, KONJ (1280) DX for NFN rolled. W6AIU (1340) testing from 4:30 to 5:30. It raised the DX show on at that time by playing the same record over and over and over, etc., etc. KVAB (1240) 4:17 r/c broke through WEPF. Very odd considering that the DX shows were closer. WVBS (1260) Armed Forces Station at Fort Pepperrell, Newfoundland, s/on at 5:01 with fair signal, definitely announced as 50 power-packed watts. (Lowest watt station that our club has received.) Well, so long for now and best of everything to you all. 736

Ralph Johnson - Buffalo, N. Y.

A new 8q stamp "In God We Trust", two colors, with Statue of Liberty is due in April. "Flashy" is new gadget for cutting commercials off on TV, or on the market. Carnival songs, satirical and impromptu words sung with guitar were originally sung at cermitals in Trinidad, E. W. I. Now for a swallow of "Meridians" DX Ears, but Troopel Indian is the local foam is better, and say a beer-rings after shampoo puts a nice sheen on any girl's hair. (Wanna bet?) The 1954 edition of "List of Broadcasting Stations in Canada" will be available in April and has 42 pages of AM-FM-TV addresses. Send a Canadian quarter (25c) to G. W. Brown, Controller of Telecommunications, Department of Transport, Ottawa, Ontario. If you're in a hurry, ask for old 1955 issue with supplements and wait ten days. Received r/c's from CECB (1220) The Hector Bldg., Co., 120 George Street, New Glasgow, N. S. with the Scotch tassel; WGV for NFN special mentioned above, 6 a.m. (Sunday 7:30-12:15 a.m.). KVAB (1240) new CE says station sold to ten business men (F. G. Miller, Mgr.) next test about last of March around 12:35-12:50 CST, asked 6:30-7:30 a.m. for March. He is also CE for State Police, 42.58 Mq/s, with 5 kw. (Say, there is a friend for Paul.) WJQY (1380) a picture (station) card mentions next test 3/8, asked 5:30 a.m. (Sunday 3-13:05 AM. Heard today (3/3) KUNI (1150) at 1:02 of s/off, than WQAC at 1:07 to return at 6 CST. KE2G (1340) with "Heidelberg Beer" program (3:30 a.m. etc.), made me open a Schopen-Pure on 1310 a hand music/voice by a 500 watt sounder like KESQ 1300-1545; KQAT (1500) with NFN-NRC still on after 4:07: KVAB (1240) TT/c, 4:00-4:30 and that lovely past WBNF and KBQF. WBNF (1600) SS at 4:00, and topping W7JF; WIB (250) SS at 5:40, and a TT/c 6:15-6:30 on 1320-1380-1390-1400 r/c with call at the two minutes in the daylight, who? 3/6 - WLVJ (1340) r/T/c 4:15 to 5/1 WJCB AN and W1D FM s/off (1320 ke/s) to return at 5 a.m., then W1JG off at 2:07; KEAJ (1150) TT/c off at 4:45, WDKX (1260) SS 5 a.m. 3/4 - CP0N (1270) already going strong at 5:30 a.m. (nice W/c 12:30) 6:30 AM by WECU (1270); WECU (1270) r/T/c; WOK (1250) with a test, 1 3, test 1D test 3D 4:05-5:10. 3/8 - XERV (1240) 3:30-3:50 on a Tennessee station (WENF) at 3:35 off. W1JG (1200) SS at 3:55 and on 1490 sound like KEFS TT/c at 4:11; KSBR (990) 4:15-5:10 SS; on 1060 WRL/T/c at 5:10: WHD r/T/c; WGO (1250) SS going and then WBNF is at 5 topped by ES WJAC at 6:01. KF7 (1280) SS at 6:06. 3/2 - WIES (1500) SS 6:15 a.m. through WBOJ. Soon to be wearing the "Gin" and then Spring will come. A quarter size plastic disc with 8 wire comes from Bob Spencer's place (Golden, Cal., and is 20,50 here available as a TV antenna (guaranteed).

Lowell Bogart - Pipersville, Kentucky

This past week (3/21-28) I received seven notes which is pretty good here compared to what I have been getting. They were seven LOGO for DX, KEIP 1450 for DX, KXU for DX and also WQW which was a very welcome heard which was very hard to hear. W6LE, and WGS 1520, Greensville, S. C. for my 42nd once and the last one was W9RR, Newhall, N. Y. (This one signed my report and returned it. W9RR happened to be my second Vermont w/c, I also received Gene Cameron's W9OG w/c which was sent me by mistake. It sent it on to him the next day. KXU says they will verify all correct reports - XAV 990. 2/21, I heard and reported KEIP 1450 and KEIP 1520 for NFN DX. KXU stayed on a longer longer than expected and covered up what might have been some good DX from K6EX Yellowknife, N.W.T. I am with someone would arrange some special from wire and E.B. Those two stations are very hard to hear. 2/28 should not hear W9OG, 3/2 for the steady. The OK of KXU says if I would put a little tuning equipment in a 3700 input antenna I probably could do miracles with listening. I guess that's what ought to do, but I don't know how to go about doing it. All my help appreciated.
Hello,

Mike Turner - 2337 Prescot Street - Houston 4, Texas

The last two weeks have been very slow DX-wise. Have only DXed three mornings, trying to find something to do in my free time. Despite the fact that the standard sounds heard - 214-270 and 172-240 - are both strong (the two I don't need) - fast, weak signals from 210-280, 214-280 and 170-240. Spanish or Portuguese still heard on 750 Monday AM and before, some U.S. tunes. "Oh Happy Day." Walking Behind You," etc. Who? WAKT-1230 DX f/x. WINK-1430 test OK. 5/1, think maybe a little of KEOI but would be amazed to see the little bit I logged to the CK. Dust storm here for a couple of weeks and as a result very bad static. KEOI 1340 f/x as scheduled. KFPO-1340 f/x listed, KUIN-1340 maybe, but not at all pure. Seemed to be a station on 1340 all with the same sound over and over again. Sounds like LH. WENE-1250 excellent and that's the first DX arranged by me that I've heard well enough to report. Thought I heard "WGY" on 1250 but nothing like that listed. Stations heard on 1232 and 1225 at 4:15 EST. Maybe ZBY on 1232, a real catch if so. 3/6 - Something behind KSTN-1420 at 4. Spanish and CKIO in a fight for possession of 1410 at 4. 310-770 logged for one real dog of an Aussie here. Rained here for first time in a month, practically, and noise was not with me. But right in the middle of a choral number from 510, Sloopy, 241-220-220 here came the noise. Wow, my ears are still ringing. 36L-230 heard briefly, one item logged. Verus: KBO-1457? KEOI prepared card, W4AF KUJ KPIO and two identical cards from Liberty NY on 950. Can't figure why they're sent two. 7/2.

J. Garren, Rettzam - 231 South West Street - York, Pennsylvania

Time to come in with the country's worth from this end of the line. Verus received the last week from WHPO-KTN WPIC XJU - KXW KXW KTH KEXL KASG WRAP WHIN. Would like to see a lot more come in. 5/26, the KXW-1340 DX in without difficulty. WERH-1150 was strong. WATA-1230 fair behind WHDR. WBJU-620 testing at 4:30. The following: WJX-1340, 1360 and 1370. 2/26 - KXW-1340 testing at 4:30 a.m. WORE-1230 f/x at 4:30-5. WBPB-1390 a/s on 5 a.m. WAFB-1360 a/s on 6 a.m. along with a dozen others. 2/26 - KBBF-1380 testing at 11:25 to 1:25 a.m. and copied CHIC (I hope) on 690 1-1265. Good results with DXTM the 27th and WCSI the 28th. Monday, March 1 very noisy here. WHDR-1470 off at 2 a.m. WEXT-1340 f/x 2120-2225. WATA-1330 testing at 2:50. KXW-1340 went off at 3. Tried for CHIG on 265 2-3 a.m. but found KDA testing at 2:35 and WHB4K on all the time. KUIN didn't get through the carriers on 1340. WERE-1380 good on their DX. 3/2 - KEVR-690 f/x difficult 3-316 with KERF and KUIS pushing them around. KEOI-1150 was strong and still nothing of KXAO here. WAGF-1250 testing at 4:30. 3/4 - WAGF and WPUB both readable at s/2, 6 a.m. WPRL-1200 also came on at 6 but the f/x of WIRA came through at 6:10. 6:25. 3/5 - Tried for K4EO-1330 but no luck. K6AS-1380 testing at 4:15-5:30. Now I'll start resting up again on Monday. WERE-1220 s/a on 9:30

Great Basin - Westfield, New York

Well, it's about time the old boy here opened up again so here goes. Reports sent since Feb. 1 consist of the following: WHPO KERR special, WCUR KRCO Special, WPOR special, ZBB-1 on 1235 a.m. on Feb. 10 at s/2 of 5 a.m. WOFR special very loud and clear, KJU special well heard in spite of some static, KMPD heard good enough for a fair report, WLLI-QM and well heard on special. KUIN on 1340 a.m. special head good, WAFJ special numbered by WRAD and WOFR but got a couple of breaks and some music. Feb. 25, KJU on 960 for another Hawaiian rather weak, though, s/off at 5. 2/26 - WATF special well heard over everywhere else on 1490, a pleasure to log them again after almost 14 years of not hearing them. K7B special good here though some static, Cuban QRM not too bad. KBO special was hard to log due to much static and a very bad noise level. Got enough so I got a veritable break already. KERR enjoyable as some old music I haven't heard for years was on, static ruled second best in reception here. CQF logged Sunday AM 1:14-2 for an S-3 Q-4 signal topping the 1270 spot, missed the special of K2GW KUIN-VTTN KF5E KESX - KEOI, the first four due to man static being too big, thought I had KBO but came to find it was KESX (hah). KESX didn't stand by for us any more scheme to give up though I try first, WERE QRM too much for WTM if they were on at all, WOFR not on as KJU heard on f/x with Pojol Reyes. Thanks card sent to all not heard, more cards lately than reports. Verus, yes, some WMU KERF KEMA WFAA* KXAN WTVY* VERY* CQFS* KNTX WPST KXAN KERF* KRPV* KTBV* WERE* KBO* KEOI* KUIN* WPST* WOWT* WATE* WATE* KESX* KBO* WWCO* ** - special. A few kicks now. WDFM KJU WPUR WATE-2 KERR WAFB KERR KEOI all heard but seen where some already have errors from out except KBOI, on honest-to-goodness. Report up to each and every one, yes. Here next time, a very good job, the air was done - three cheers.
March 13, 1936

Joe A. Shally - 25 Philip Street - St. Catharines, Ontario

This morning, 3:18, was a jack-pot morning round here, but what happened to the scheduled DXes, from KUIN and WHEP? Neither was heard here, and WHEP with their clock of about found musical bars didn't help, of course. However, did hear KEMP Las Vegas and KEAK, Eldorado, Ariz., on 1340, the letter with a TF from 4:15 to 4:50 a.m. Two new ones heard with KEMP were WAZW (1940) Monroe, W, and the new 50,000 watt WAMM (740) Montgomery, Ala. Same morning also brought in N/test from WAGT (910) Valdosta, Ga., at 12:30; tests from WNOY (1240) Bluefield, W. Va., EDTH (1370) Dubuque, Iowa, WHFC (1450) Hollen, Vigo, (with a 15 minutes before TT) WMAE (1400) Grenada, Miss., KTFD (1400) Fort Dodge, Iowa, KDAO (1240) Kollage, Tex., KTII (1310) Taft, Calif. all as listed. KEO had very good programs for both NRC and NMB on 1280, for over an hour. Other new ones heard at this hour lately have been WUPF (1400) Pensacola City Fla.; WGGI (1340) Wilmington, N.C., WJZ (1400) Clarsville, Tenn., WCB (1490) Torrington, Conn., WAIH (1400) Decatur, Ala., WAGT (1400) Bainbridge, Ga., WHER (1490) Selma, Ala., WIGT (1570) Kansas City, Ind., WYAP (1580) Urbana, Ill., WMD (1340) Atlantic City; N.J., WPAN (1570) Plaquemine, Ohio, WNBH (1500) Connersville, Ind., JWLM (1310) Ashbury Park, N.J. (quite a surprise to hear a 250-watter on that frequency at 11:30 p.m., s/off), KEBS (1340) Springdale, Ark., KTII (630) Thibodaux, La. (with a very fine DX and perfectly received here) WKBZ (1260) Monroe, Wis. (fine on their WNB DX, too); CJP (1490) Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. being received in great shape around 12:45 a.m. on Sunday mornings for anyone who needs them, as is CBI (1570) Sydney, N. S. around 6:30 in evenings. Can anyone tell me who the Li has been on 1390 kc/s, around 3:30 a.m. some mornings lately? Rather hard to believe that this season is almost over, but have only 20 more to go to reach my 1,500 heard mark. Add my thanks to everyone else's for the work Sid Rosenbaum and his crew, Len Krase, Alan Arnold, and of course, the various editors, have done.

Everett Johnson - 604 16th Street - Mendota, Illinois

Only three early morning's DXing this past week. Static very bad. On Monday DX was believed the worst this winter. That morning, 3/1 - CFDA - 1380 - WHEP DX was heard. KUIN-dx through other listeners. 1340 kc/s, was never clear as far as I heard. WNN was very weak here. Heard one ID and they kept playing "Low Down Guitar Blues", at least I hope it was they. Sent report. So hope to see if it was WNN. Two stations on 950 kc/s, so guess CKBD and KIL. Card went to CKBD thanking them and sent what I heard. 3/4 - KNEB-1440 was heard on test. KLY-560 NS at 7:00, KEXL-1310 RE 5145, 3/5 - KEUC-1370 heard in clear after KEXL s/off at 2:00. WBAI-1240 heard in clear through WHEP on their f/c as listed. Sport through the WCSI-1090 DX and WNO DX. WKEZ-1260 also heard on 3/1 DX. WGBB-1490 s/o on Saturday 3/6 at 5:08. Verifies in this week - from WAIL-dx, WNOX-980 WAZF-dx, WMP-1590 WPRY-1280 and finally from KULM-dx of Nov. 30. Sure wish WJUL-Oct. 26 DX would verify, also WEPF DX. WHEP WWAB KOSF. All s/off now and best DX to all. KJUL made me 600 veries. 73s.

Len Krase - 816 Euclid Street - Dubuque, Iowa

The latest DX loggings included the logging of ZTA (630) Wellington, New Zealand with its regular program on 2/22 from 4-4:45 a.m. and completely in the clear. Also on 2/22 I logged the TF of the new KNDG (1490) Nettinger, N.D. 4:15-5:00 a.m. when they signed off. The DX test on 2/27 from KTD (630) Toledo, La. came in well for a new logging. Also on that same date I logged KFBG (1450) Farmington, N.M. with their regular fourth Saturday f/c 3:15-3:30 a.m. with some WECQ QSLs. On Sunday 2/28 at 7 a.m. I heard station WDM (1800) Baton Rouge, La. s/on and its regular program to follow, for my final addition to my DX Log in February. Then on March 1 I logged the WMIN DX from CFDA (1390) Victoria, Que. 3:30-4 a.m. Then the WAIM DX from KUIN (1340) Grants Pass, Ore. was a most welcomed station at this den, but heard with some difficulty especially a s/o from KAKO. A f/c-TF of station KHAV (850) Lubbock, Tex. was heard 5:30-5:46 a.m. but with a good amount of interference on 3/4, T is new 5,000 watt 25 meter DX. KILK, 950, Jefferson City, Mo. was heard with their later regular program on 3/4 from 6:25-7:15 p.m. with they s/off the air. KILK sent an amazing strong signal into this den, some 265 miles away. My verifications have increased by 17 the past two weeks to bring to total to 2,424. Letters came from WDOM WCHR KEW KTO KXOL WPG WPWF-WPWO DX KISO KXU DX KBO KSQ KFM CSQ WAGT DPP DX WDP DX WHER DX WTM DX KTEG KEW PXS DX WAGS DX WPG DX WPG DX WTP DX WTR DX KXO DX KEW DX. Reports have been sent to other NEC DXers but not needed, like KEN CALI WEXX. As for the KEBQ test, they hit a very bad AM as far as reception was concerned so they have another DX test coming up on March 16. Both KEBQ and WNB found it impossible to DX on dates originally set, have both new dates for DXes, see DX Calendar. Nothing could be heard on the scheduled KEZH DX or KXLY DX.
Charlie Collier, 333 Forrest Street, Jacksonville, Pennsylvania

Apparently women just can't keep a secret. Witness Senator Seth's spelling all that top-drawer stuff regarding activities on behalf of Mars. Now we'll have to begin all over again. C.O. (Red Lion's Ambassador to Jacksonville) Smith will be compelled to make another trip north, and we'll have to confer once more over everyone and force ratification. Senator Sullivan's uncle will have to woke him out of hibernation, which may well require the efforts of all 17 of them. And apparently the senator got wind of the disclosure and dropped out cause to take on the Army. The petite line, Seth mentions having the Machinery Oil'd. "Hard! Sounds to me as though Seth thought he was the machine! If the Boy from Brockville has really gone out of circulation (although I seriously doubt it) I can think of only two reasons for his doing so: if you were at Wheeling, remember, Bully made the mistake of taking some of the "characters" home with him, for one thing, and what I firmly believe would cause him to lose heart and decide he was travelling with the wrong outfit — well, he seemed to have lost his "touch" this past year and when even Seth was able to garner 2¢ of his money, he unaccountably decided it time to give up. Watch for his name on the Cub Scout rolls! (Are they anything like Girl Scout cookies? — Ed.) On the other hand, he may be devoting all his spare time to working up a new swindle to pull on us old kids from the hinterlands, come next Labor Day. Little Dying here the past week.

Reading of the proposed deletion of WERE I found I'd never reported to them, so sent them one 3/1. Copied from K.1555 p.m. to 12:15 a.m. and, at the same time, got a fair log on the Cub on 990 which announces "Union Radio" and gives frequency as 910 on your dial. Logged KBEK 840, in Sao Peula for about an hour from 2.30 on 3/2. My second Sao Peula station this year. Hope one of them verifies for me. I lived there for about two years in the early 30's and should have them in my verified logs! Only four verifs in. Sent reply cards to WOWX and WERE, to thank them and have contest entries. Both verified with fine letters, WOWX also returning my card. KNJB 1360 verified my report of 1/8 on f/c, advising they had two other reports that date.

From Gary, Ohio (WBEK = Hi, Elbert) and Schickley, Neb. Our Primary must have had the entire family, including the grandchild, working for him this week, as DX News arrived the dates of issues for the second time since Bay has been doing the mailing.

Swell going, Pop!

Bernie Duffy, 77 Livermore Avenue, Staten Island 2, New York

Four "E" stations are the new additions to my log. They are: KEEN 1270, KBSE 1290, KFRA 980, and KXRA 1260. 3/4 I found KFRD, Rosenberg, Tex., atop KXRA and KBEK as they cycle tone tested at 3:25-3:35 — maybe that's a first Thursday f/c. 3/6, unneeded KFRO 910 found on till 3:25. 5/5 — KBSE caught as they ended coverage of a basketball game and signed off at 3:25. After checking 1370 kc/a. daily for a week, I discovered that KEEN is the station I heard signing off then and several mornings at 3:00, with a 15 min. singing "The Lord's Prayer." 3/8 — KXRA logged fairly well back of WERE as the former f/ced, by playing records at 2:30-3. KXRA loud with tone, 413 WEMP intermittent record test ruined KVMD and WERE though. Latest verifs are letters from WANS WCAP and WEP and cards from KXIA WAKM and WMA.

Pat Bailey, 11 Irving Place, Jamestown, New York

Verifs are WANN WQHD KUSU KUIC WQOD and two more new verifs will make my 2500th verifs. (The same as 2/28 — Both KWE and WQHD DXs were heard here. 3/1 — Too noisy to listen. 3/2 — KEKE, 1250, test at 3:05. KQV, 1280, test after 3. GWWB, 1250, atop all at 3:10. About a dozen or so unknown tone testers and other Bailey me. 3/3 — KVHS f/c at 3:10 on 1360 atop KFRA. KERI, 1290, test at 3:25, this is third report and no verifs yet. WHKF, 1250, test at 4:12, thought this was deleted. 3/6 — KEJZ had one a/c off at 3:32, sounded like KXRA. KXRA, 1390, has been atop KSHC lately. WPEM, 1400 test at 3:44. KSHC, 1390, had unknown behind them, man and lady as in a play, something on 1360 after 4:00 — do you westerners know what these are? 3/7 — Third day of blazing here and plenty of tone testers. WWDM, 1400, test at 3:50. 3/8 — Bad buzzing on and off because of blazing. WERE, 1360, at 2:30. WQOD, 1280, off at 3:20, then copied KXRA atop others on 1320 and off air at 3:00. WQOD, 1240, transmitter test at 3:34. This was about only spot on dial the buzzing didn't bother. 3/9 — No DX, all night company that wakes me late. 3/9 — Neither of DXs heard today at all. KEJZ, 1260, test and DX at 3:11. Unknown on 1360, 3:50-3:10 and off with no voice used. WPEM, 1420 at 4 to 7 on test. KXRA 4:40-4:40 on f/c, then WQB on again until hashing at 4:40. Still have 35 reports out, hope they all verify but may all of them won't. Hope to see all of you at next Convention. As always, paying your respects, save you most of the time in Convention.
March 22, 1962

March Brook - 4710 Edgewood Lane # 105 - Bethesda, Md., Maryland

This week the mighty men "they come and they gone" took away my antenna. That's exactly what happened. It seems that the vacant lot to the west of the apartment house will be used for a parking lot so my wonderful antenna for TA and TP reception is no more. While there is a built-in antenna in the apartment house, it is poor for TA and TP reception. All it brings in is TVI during the evening, S15's that seldom verify and of course domestic stuff which interests me when I can't hear foreign stations. And all and all, it is a sad story. Looks as though even old Carroll Seth will overtake us as I don't even have a lilac bush. DXing since the first of they year has been on the sorry side. Seems that all I do is sleep. However here is a brief summary of my DXing since my last report written on Christmas day. The last week in December produced a flood of new TA catches such as Sofia 828, Glitzes 757, Gree Dohi 1025 and many others. All in all, the last month of the old year saw a total of 49 stations reported. Of the 15 added in January the few TAs added included Kappine 999, Italy 656, Fregio 636 and Radio Nacional de España testing on 594. Some Latinos also reported were CEIM 1160, TGS 955, TSG 1015 and CEDQ 1120. East U.S. catch was KSSE 1240 but no varie as yet. Some of the better reported catches in February were Titusara KF-705, Scotland 205, REO 905, KNO 570, XJU 1420, KAGE 850 and W1 545, with TA reception being almost all this season OR1 Radio Colonia was most noted. (Seth, this is your station). For the first time this season I tried my hand at some CPC work and managed to arrange special DX shows from five stations. The support you fellows gave these programs has given me a feeling of gratitude and added incentive to arrange still more programs next season. The fine support of the NBC members is well summed up by Don Hall, CB at 7177 as he states, "Some fellows who didn't even hear the show sent cards and letters expressing their thanks. You and your organization are doing a fine good job in addition to carrying on with an interesting hobby." If you fellows continue the good work, the CPC staff will have no trouble in arranging future programs, I think we should thank Sid Rosenbaum and Len Kruse for carrying the greater part of the burden on the CPC. These fellows, no doubt, gave up many hours of DX time to write many many stations for special programs. Wish to welcome Jim Thompson and his fiancée, Nancy, to the NBC. 73s and best of luck.

Richard D. Boruff - 5074 Kimball Road - Iowa City, Iowa

DX somewhat on the off side this week. Poor conditions, which surprised me, seemed to be the bill of fare over the weekend. The WBSI special was poorly heard here. Plenty of vox, but very bad static, so bad that I went back to bed after their show was over. Nice of them to stay on a few extra minutes, and hope you all heard them. Sunday, 3/28, called as KBSL 1060, in Selasia, CO, for a new one on their s off at 8:45 p.m., EST. 3/1 saw only one of the specials here, that being the WBSI show. No sign at all of OKH KUIN or WTMN. However, did hear KAT90 on 1/6 as listed and then KAGE f/off at 5:30, or 15 minutes earlier than listed. Has long been needed here. 1230 was crowded but they came in pretty well back of WADI and others who were aiming on. 3/6 gave me one new catch or rather a change in call. It was WSPF on 1010 at 8:35 with early morning program. KSMN in Mason City, Iowa, was apparently off the air, as they are strong here. Received a card from WCEF, at Mount Pleasant, Mich, re a DX special. I had asked for March 7 as the date, and while the CB was glad to oblige, his letter came in too late to give the program the needed publicity. As a result I wrote back requesting March 21 or 22. So maybe we can work it out this time. Hope everybody gets KWXI and WHEE. Only two verified this week but good ones. They were WBSI and WADI. 25 reports out, and total verified for season so far are 103. Good DXing to all.

Sid Rosenbaum - 805 Market Street - Wheeling, West Virginia

DX here limited to DX specials. WAQ - VUHU (1340) aloof with heavy QRM. WTMN (1340) failed to come on. Two tunes on 850 which I believe was OKH, so a report mailed. CEPA (1380) on with WHEE DX. WEEI easy through heavy QRM. Veriey are letters from KUIN (plus card) WAGF WORU and WPA. Card from KTH. A letter from WHEE (1050) Rutland, Vermont says they received 31 reports and three thank-you cards. Most distant was from Spokane, Wash. Have been pestered with high noise level here, plus QRM from storms. WEEI hard through an unseasonable electrical storm. Want to thank the boys on the West Coast for their wonderful cooperation in reporting all DX specials. Gene Cameron, Ted Sealing and Jim Critchett have had some remarkable reception of DX Specials this season. All of us on the CPC say Rats off to you boys! Len Kruse identified my 7 station on 1490 as WAF, Decatur, Ala. Familiar
The 850 and 1340 frequencies sounded lifelike here when WACO and WHK were supposed to be on them. KHHK (1260) was heard faintly behind WEDE, but too weak to make out much about what they had on their DX. KEET (660) was also heard ETing at 3:00. On 2/16 I didn’t try for KEM. Conditions would have probably been bad anyway due to stormy weather in this area. 2/17– KEFR (1380) at 3:05 and WHKN (660) at 5:00 both on for f/c. KOVV (1340) f/c at 4:30 and WWSI*960 testing at 5:15. In the evening I heard KXG*900 at 7 s/off and KXRT (660) nearly even with WHN at times from 7-7:16 s/off. 2/18– KXGW*1490 f/c. WHN (1220) testing nearly all AM. 2/20– WATT*1250 f/c at 11:12; KFWS*860 f/c at 11:31; WKN (940) f/c per sked at 12:55. At 11:15 in the evening I heard KNCG*1230 topping an enormous mess of QRM—a real freak. 2/21– WFM*1460 at 7 s/on and WCR (1480) ES at 7:07. 2/22– WAZF (1280) fighting an even battle with WHWO on NNO DX; KXV (1300) weak on their DX but readable, enough to hear plenty, and WTAH*1150 NNRX DX, strong here part of the time, but much fading. In the evening I heard KXOC (900) s/off at 7:15. 2/25-26 Missed WHOG WKO WCSI DXes. All but WOSI were needed here. 3/1– KXGG*1510 at 2:14 and WHG*1360 at 4:50, both on tests. NNO DXes, WIEK (1260) very strong here, KUNI thought heard heard some unknown QRM but not good enough for a report. No sign of KEED or WHFN. 3/2– Tried for KYFB but no luck. WISO*1230 f/c at 2:23. WCIB (1540) testing at 3 a.m.; WFM*1460 at 3:24; KFVG (1380) f/c at 3:26. 3/5– KGAR (1050) ES at 7:450 3/6– WBB*590 through WXOQ powerhouse at 6:30 p.m. 3/7– WDLA*1370 testing at 5:57; WCTF* (1480) s/on at 6, barely audible through powerhouse signal from WETO; WEP (1450) f/c at 6:16; KNUZ and WIRI s/on at 6:30 on 1230 kc/s, WEO, first. Thanks to Karl Reason for generously submitting the address of Newsday. You may see in handy, Karl’s Verites in from WAZF WHN KXGW WGTK WCGF WEEX WGBY. And now I suppose many of you know how we Hoosiers like to talk basketball. Last week 761 Indiana High School teams started play at 64 sectional centers and at this writing the field has been reduced to the "sweet 16." My own school, Huntontown (this is closer to my home although Fort Wayne is our P.O.) was beaten out by a big tall Ft. Wayne Central team in the second round of the always tough Fort Wayne sectional. Huntontown was the Allen County Champion this year and finished with a 19-4 record. The finals are played at the Elkhart University Field House in Indianopolis. So long for now. 73s.

Ed Williams - 50 Third Avenue - Seymour, Connecticut

Sunday afternoon and while listening to the Cardinals-Yankees baseball game thought I would get a note off to Musings, as I have to get up at 5 a.m. to go to work. The DX mail Bag this week – 3/1, the always eagerly-awaited "DX News," notice of Board meeting of WRFC, a nice letter from Ernie Natherly, my purchase contract for the new EQ-140-X and a small verse from WAUD 1230. "Let us say that it is with great pleasure that we are here at WADU reply to such correspondence as yours. If there is any further information that we can give your NEC club members or any way in which we can be of assistance, please let us know." A real friendly DX verse, hi! 3/2, letter vari EFS (1330) and hold your hats. – WHK (1400) mailed a verse 2/25 for my 2/29 report. Best verse on 1400 since the 200-watt KEET 1/26/53 for WRCX-dx. 3/2– No verse but a small letter from the CE of WROG in reply to my thank-you note. They say 63 reports from 21 states, Canada and New Zealand. 3/2– WTK (1410) Hartford, Conn. "You are the first person to report reception of this station under our new call letters." ex-WORF-WTHM-WNGB – do any of you old timers have a verse when they were WHFL or WEZQ? 3/6– WVOO duplicate for NNO-dx and CPFA (1380) for NNNR DX. They have been a holdout since 1952. Nice verse on a small letterhead. DX logging the past week – 2/28– WKO (1370) Choyenne, "Go on until 3:30. Glad they were . . . could not copy early. WOSI (1300) also on a little later on account of the terrific atmospheric static. CKED (650) not heard Sunday– on account of WDEH but heard for a poor report H-day 3/1. WHFL was testing and some other station QSIG, KUNI (1340) not readable here and I don’t believe. WITW was on for nothing heard at this den. WKNZ (1200) for a nice new one here, fair to good logging. CPFA (1380) had a fine signal but CHIS (900) not heard, only XEW. WHL (850). San Juan testing new 10 kW, until 4:58 when WHUP s/on. 3/2– Did I log KYFB on NBC DX? I did – NOT! How about you, Lefty? 3/3– WERN (1400) last ten minutes of f/s ET 2:50-3 for a second report. 3/7– WSPD (1370) Toledo noted testing at 11:15. KNKH (1320) heard 2:18-3 s/off for a small new one, 77 in Utah. "Radio Reporter" CFW (550) apparently silent Sunday As not heard 2:15-5. That’s good news. maybe I can go for a double on 650. I used KEFR (1390) a real SIT, but WHKO (1460) a real bad one. I suppose you can say I lost the winner this season. I predict third place for the Dodgers. Don’t shoot, Lefty!
March 12, 1984

Lowell McCall - Box 52 - Brym, Kentucky

Sir - has it been cold here? The weather here really has been unpredictable. One day it will be 70° and the next there is liable to be half a foot of snow on the ground. On 3/1 we had one of those sticking kind of snows that breaks everything down. It broke my antenna sometime during the night but nevertheless I was able to log about 15 new stations here. I only caught two of the DX programs. They were WEDW NAG DX and WDMZ NAG DX. WEDW was strong and WDMZ was weak. Between 3/1 and 3/8 reports were sent to WKBX 1340 f/c, KRUX 1340 f/c, WEKZ 1260 NAG DX, CAUL 1260 NAG DX, WDMZ 1260, WDMZ 1060 ES, OKGW 1230 ES, OKGW 1230 ES, KDL 1230 ES, WKBX 1490 f/c. Veris received are WDMZ 1260, WDMZ 1280, WKBX 1360. If my antenna did not have broken on I would have probably heard the KUIN and WTTW DXes. This antenna wire is supposed to have a 400 pound breaking strain. I was very surprised to see it on the ground with about 1 1/2 inches of show on it. I put it back for temporary use. 3/3, no DXing, no electricity. 3/5, power came back on. I heard my fair share 250 watt daytime station, WZIP, Covington, Ky., 1050 kc/s. WZIP is 150 miles from me. Reception was good at midday. Incidentally, about how many members are there in the NAG, Lefty? (Around 175-180 - Ed.) Has anyone received a veris from WKBX Lexington, Ky. and how many reports does it take to verify? I wonder if any of you lucky birds caught the Alaskan DX slant for 3/3 and did WDMZ stand by? Power was on the blink here. 3/4 did not do any DXing, was too sleazy. I made two antennas from the 375° one, one 300° and the other 74°. I found out that a long wire will cause a station to splatter over on a weak DX station. I have the shorter antenna to cut down on the splatter. I have them on a switch at the receiver. The long wire looks like a doublet now. On 3/6 - DXed till 1400 a.m. Caught 23 more new ones. The only long distance one was KOY Phoenix, Arizona, 550. Is KOY an all-nighter? I heard him after 4:00. What station was testing with music and tone on 960 kc/s, all Am 3/8? Total veris now is 125. Total in log is 301.

Stan Morse - R.R. # 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts

3/2 - PRB-3 good at 4:00 s/on. WISH at 5:55 p.m. to 5:15 p.m. s/off on top of 1410. KQW with Chip also in that order. 3/4 - KED test at 4:17 to 4:22, then two Airlines fighting it out. One called sounding like W2W, the second was weaker and unable to identify, 4XR at 6:52 with play. 3/6 - 4XR at 4:28 with no KQW. No CW this week. 3/7 - WABX Honolulu, Sa. on 6T, 4 a.m. Veris, Radio Mount Carlo. Starting this year Massachusetts will have Daylight Saving Time an extra month - until last Sunday in October.

Bill Moser - 217 Connemara Street - Uniontown, Pennsylvania

This has been a real "nothing" week. Only veris were from WAMH-1340 for DX. WEDW-1260 and WDMZ-1480 were reported. WAMH-1480 had ETE, but too much QRM to report them. Caught the tail end of a f/c from WICE-1540 on 3/1. 75s.

Herb Campbell - P.O. # 2 - Athens, Pennsylvania

Any who may have missed it, will be interested in the writer's letter on Page 6, of Time Magazine, for Feb. 8th. The article referred to in the January 4th issue contains little that is new to us, however.

ON THE STATION'S STATIONRY - WQNE-

Dear Sir:

"I hope by this time Ray Edge, President of NAG hasn't come gunnin' for you. We were so surprised by your call we got a bit flustered. Needless to say, we had no trouble confirming your letter - in fact, all 53 letters that we received to date had more than enough copy. Letters now in come from 21 states, Canada and New Zealand. We here at WQNE are very happy with the test and want to thank you and the National Radio Club for making it possible. Perhaps next year we can arrange a test using our daytime pattern which would enable those that did not hear us this time to log us. Thank you once again for your call and the fine arrangements for cut test."

Sincerely, (signed) Carl L. Willford, Chief Engineer, and George Meredith, Co-Engineer

If you have received this issue a day or two later than usual, you can blame it on the fact that your Editor was taken sick with the flu Tuesday, and is home from work for a couple of days, with the result that these stencils will not be mailed in New York as per the usual routine. We noted a lot of you lads pressing that 30-line limit this week - so please try to watch that in future reports. We also received one report single-spaced this time. See you all again next week.
Edited by: Roy H. Miller, P.O. Box 754, Bellevue, Wash.

"DX DOWN THE DIAL -- WESTERN STYLE"

630 WPRO Providence, R.I., logged from 5:47-6:41 AM, 3/8. Don't know if normally off before 5:41 AM. (Cameron)

640 WHKE Akron, Ohio 5 on at 5:30 AM, 3/8. (Cameron)

7:39 p.m. KAIK Lima, PERU believed the L/A logged 3/9 from 11:45 PM to midnight. Clear of WEBSM at first, but covered during latter part. A swell 20 kW. "DX" if ID. correct? (Miller)

1150 ???? The L/A on this frequency was well on top and still on after 12:15 AM, 3/10; this is well after listed a/s off time of TGN, so --- any one help out? (Miller)

1230 KALG Alamogordo, N.Mex., heard F/c at 5:30 AM, 1st MON. (Michels)

Listed in f/o list as 5:45-6:41 AM on 1st MON. --Ed.

1285 KUNI Broken Bow, Neb., heard before and after 3:30 AM, 5/3 with a DX Program for NNRG and NRC. (Cameron)

1340 KFGR Pasco, Wash., heard F/c at 1st MON., 5:41 AM. (Michels)

KOMJ Palm Springs, Calif., c/o 4:26 AM, 3/8. (Cameron) Also, a note that KOMJ is usually running until around 5:41 AM each morning. (Biss)

WMEF Milwaukee, Wis., ET very plainly heard from 4:05-4:15 AM, 3/8, so doubt if KMDM-DX was on. (Cameron)

KRXJ Glendale, Ariz., F/c 4:11-4:30 AM, 3/8 (2nd MON.). (Cameron)

1400 KFBH Henderson, Nev., heard 3/1 on ET at 4:AM (Biss); heard ET 3/1 from 3:45-4:41 AM, & on 3/2; asks for reports. (Michels)

WJLB Detroit, Mich., noted on F/s 2/20 from 4:54-5:08 AM. (Michels)

KREO Indio, Calif., heard F/c 3/1 from 3:30-5:45 AM. (Biss) Wonder if this is a reg. 1st MON. F/c? --Ed.

1429 WRBL Columbus, Ga., heard 5 on 5:30 AM, 3/8. (Crichtett)

1430 WION Ionia, Mich., heard F/c 4th MON., 4:33-4:45 AM. (Michels)

1430 WLMF Lakeland, Fla., heard 5 on 5:13 AM, 3/8. (Crichtett)

1440 WAVE Greenville, S.C., 5 on 5:30 AM, 3/6. (Crichtett) WAVE is listed here on 1490, so apparently a raw frequency. --Ed.

1456 KCLX Colfax, Wash., heard F/c 3:22 on 3:30-4:45 AM, 3/1. (Biss)

KSEM Moses Lake, Wash., TO ALL WHO HAVE GIVEN UP ON GETTING A VERIE FROM K.S.E.M.,--New C.E., Earl F. Bayne wants reports, and will verify...This info, from veri-letter. (Biss)

1490 KFID Calswell, Ida., heard F/c from 3:45-4:4 AM & later, 3/1. (Biss)

1510 KGA Spokane, Wash., REG. S/off time is 3:AM, EXCEPT ON MON. AMs when is 3:20 AM. (Cameron) This corrects previous note that KGA's reg. a/s off at 3:30 AM. --Ed.

FREQUENCY-CHECKS HEARD AS LISTED: 1st TUE: KVNI; 1st THUR: WIL, WETB, WGRG; 2nd MON: KFTR, KRUZ, KJAM, KOOS, KBBN, KERR, WNPG, WILM. Thanks to Michels, Crichtett, & Cameron for these. Some nice DX catches among them, particularly WNPG and WILM.

NEWS OF "DX" PROGRAMS

ERNIE MICHEL'S notes that WAZF, KUIN, & CKRD programs were logged by him, as well as the NNRC-DX from WTAH.

TED BAILING reports CKRD and KUIN logged; KTIB probable, at least believe had last 5 minutes of program, though not positively identified.

RALEIGH BISS comments on the following: WEZD heard poorly under GRNF; KTIB and WAZF also heard poorly but enough for a report.

JIM CRITCHEATT and GENE CAMERON both failed to come up with either WLM or WHEX-DXes of 3/8, so can't say if were on or not.

Among the veries reported as received, GENE CAMERON reports
She following on DXes: WSNB, WAIL, KPTG, WMW, WBAX, WAZF; also HJCO, JON. Crichtett notes WAZF-DX verie in. Your "Ed." has received CVVI, KEDQ, KGVR, & KNX. Yeh, KNX! And from a "Noon-time" report of 2/27, about 960 miles for most distant "Noon" verie. Best in this "DX" category is the lkw. GRNF at 600 miles on 1260ks/a. That KGRS is my 3'd DX verie on 1570, and all on the same time. My "5 Top veries" of this season to date are: NWDM-1586; "Radio Caracas-750"; GBJ; CKAG; & 95 watt CBRF (365 miles). Not much, but still trying! 15a to all-------
Send all items in E.S.T. to Ray B Edge-325 Shirley Ave-Buffalo 15, N.Y.

March 13 1954 "DX NEWS" DX Down The Dial Page

Cedar Rapids, Iowa has ceased allighting, S/on wk-days 0600-0790 "Radio Trinidad" S/on at 0500 with prayer (Enz-Brooklyn)

WUF Chino, Calif now S/off at 0350 (Ev Johnson-Ill)

WFOJ Savannah, Ga New S/on is 0529-30 (Jonnas-Buffalo N Y)

KHSV Cleveland, Ohio S/on wk-days at 0527 (Krusse)

WJHC Jacksonville, Fla S/on at 0530 (Joe Enz-Brooklyn N Y)

WRHT Griffin, Ga S/on wk-days at 0525 (Enz)

KIN Kingsport, Tenn now S/on at 0500 using 5 Kw (Krusse)

Atlanta, Ga will DX for the NRC April 4th from 0300-0400.

(W our new member Marvin Robbins will probably be on this DX so let's all listen in) Gen Mgr is Mr Henry Lanakim.

Temporal, Springfield, Ohio S/on wk-days at 0550, best MON AMs (Krusse)

WTDC Matawan, W Va S/on at 0500, good for 1/2 hour (Johanns)

KUSC Califormia, Calif S/off at 0310 (Ev Johnson)

WTOJ Tupelo, Miss F/C is 4th WED at 0215-0230. Info from the Station Manager Richard ????? (Edge)

Coatesville, Penn in clear SUN PMs 1730-1800 (Enz)

Columbus, Ga weekday S/on is 0530 (Krusse)

Westminster, ?? in clear here SUN PM 1730-1815 S/off(Enz)

Kingston N Y F/C is 1st SAT 0002-0012-30 (Johanns)

Coshocton Ohio March sked is 0645(Sun-0800)1830; April sked will be 0600-1900 (Johanns)

Kusheon, Mich S/on at 0501, good for 1/2 hr (Johanns)

Pasadena, Calif has been heard as late as 0500 (Ev Johnson)

F/Sc heard as listed; 1st MON-WHCC-KATO; 2nd MON-WKOY-KDTH-WHTC-KVFZ-KOCA(M); 2nd TUES-WGIG; 2nd WED-WBOW-WKAM-WOBT-WSO0; 1st SAT-KBTA-WHAI-WFUR-WJUL.

TO ALL

A reminder that our annual election of Club Officers will be held the latter part of April. This means that the Election ballot will appear in the DX News of April 17th.

To be eligible for election a member must be in good standing and be in his or her second consecutive year as an NRC member.

Further, anyone wishing that their name to be omitted from the election ballot must write Harold F Wagner, Route #1, North Girard, Pennsylvania stating so. This notice must be at North Girard no later than April 12 1954. Full voting instructions will be given along with the election ballot. Again we urge each and every member to vote. It means that you are helping to elect the men to run your Club. Every member receiving a ballot is eligible to vote.

A card from Leo Shelly says that he tried unsuccessfully for our DXes from KVLM and WHED but was rewarded with a couple new ones in the form of WINE-1490 kc marone Ga and WBAM-740 kcs Montgomery, Ala who were on with ETs, along with a surprise DX from KCNI-1280 kcs Broken Bow, Nebr for the NRC & NMRC. (OK Leo, meant to write you many times but just too lazy I guess. If you ever get over this way dont fail to look me up. If we get to riding again we might drop in for an hour-Pop just in.(Letter) This is to inform your membership that "WOLF" will honor every reception report, that can be verified by our log, with an authorized confirmation of reception over my signature during the remainder of 1954. "WOLF operates on 1490 kcs from 0600-2000 E S T. Sig: Donald A Huirt, Chief Engineer "WOLF"
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INTERNATIONAL DX DIGEST

March 13, 1954

Edited by Fred L. VanVoorhees, Box 132, Lemoyne, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

Manager: Roger Anderson, 5700 8th Road North, Arlington 5, Virginia.

EAST COAST LEAGUE

1. Steve Johnson, Havre de Grace, Maryland: Adds Constantino II,
   Algiers III, Hilversum I, SWF-Reinsender, WEN, Wexford, Lille,
   Sofia I, TGB, Hilversum II, Falun, BBC-Wales, Sweden Synch-1562,
   H. R. Frankfurt, Horby, Radio International-Tanger, Wroclaw, Topun,
   Warsaw-737, Warsaw-610x-976-1824 -----57 x 23-1457

2. Roger Anderson, Arlington, Virginia: Adds Kalundborg II,
   BBC-Scotland, NWDR-Kiel, WEX, TIBAS, OAX-A, Graz-Dobl, NWDR-
   Norden, Warsaw-737, Warsaw-610x, CMBC, Bucharest I,
   Bratislava I, Lyon I, Rome II-47 x 31-1457

3. E. Stanbury II, Crystal Beach, Ontario: Adds Lisbon I,
   BBC-Wales, BBC-North Ireland, XKEW, Steavenger, Bremen,
   AFN-Stuttgart, HCNB, Radio International-Tanger, H. R.
   Frankfurt, Lillo, Zagreb, XEXX, Hilversum II, HZK,
   Radio Trinidad, Radio Africa Maghréb, SWF-Reinsender,
   YZAI-44 x 36-1144

4. Hank Holbrook, Bethesda, Maryland: Adds Italy Synch-656,
   RWR-Lin, Kishinev, Graz-Dobl, 4VW, Sofia I, Warsaw-737,
   Warsaw-610x-976-6800-34 x 20-680

5. Carroll Sdch, Buffalo, New York: Adds HCNB, Paris I, Talun,
   Budapest II, Luxembourg II, Lisbon II, French Morocco-702,
   Brussels II, BBC-1457-13 x 13-169

6. Fred VanVoorhees, Lemoyne, Pennsylvania. No additions-7 x 5-35

7. Pat Kellett, Jamestown, New York. No additions-4 x 4-16

8. Joe Lippincoat, Moorestown, New Jersey. No additions-4 x 4-16

9. Ray Edge, Buffalo, New York. No additions-2 x 2-4

10. Lefty Cooper, Brooklyn, New York. No additions-2 x 2-4

11. Charley Conley, Lemoyne, Pennsylvania. No additions-1 x 1-1

12. Ray Moore, Rowley, Massachusetts. No additions-1 x 1-1

13. Frank Wheeler, Erie, Pennsylvania. Adds HCNB-1 x 1-1

14. Hal Wagner, North Girard, Pennsylvania. No entries-0 x 0-0

CENTRAL LEAGUE

1. John Alexander, St. Albans, West Virginia. Adds Constantino II,
   ZNS, HJKO, SWF-Freiburg, Sottens, VOA-Stuttgart, Paris I
   (Villebon), Nancy, Hilversum I, Hilversum II, RWR-Vienna,
   Finland, Athens, Rabat-1023, YSS, Radio Africa Maghréb,
   TIBAS, RWR-Lin, BBC-692, BBC-608, BBC-1092, BBC-1088,
   BBC-647, Nice, French Synch-1403, ZQI, H.R.-Frankfurt,
   Graz-Dobl, 121-64 x 30-1920

2. Harold Schrock, Paxton, Illinois. Adds KHN, TIO, HCNB,
   CBN, 17H, CMNB, Radio Trinidad, CAJL, AFN-Stuttgart,
   Constantine I, VUUN, WABA-12 x 10-120


WEST COAST LEAGUE

1. Norman Maguire, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Adds YSS, TOJX, HCNB,
   JOBC, JOLK, JOKX, JOBX, HCNB, JOBC-25 x 15-325

2. Gene Cameron, Spokane, Washington. Adds JOEX, JOBK, TIO,
   XQME, VOA-Manila-2 x 2-72

3. Roy H. Miller, Bellevue, Washington. No additions-1 x 1-1

4. John Ericson, Redway, California. No entries-0 x 0-0

Due to the death quite suddenly of my mother-in-law, there will be no DX DIGEST this week. All material sent in for this week will be used next week when we hope to have another good DIGEST. Please watch for TP stations, etc., Y2X (1560) & 2XW (1480) both logged here, &
1YZ (800) and 3DV (1440) logged in York. Keep at it. For now, 73.